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THIRD SUNDAY FESTIVAL OF MUSICAL THEATRE

THE ITHACA COLLEGE KLEZMORIM
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PROGRAM

Doina
Tsiveles Bulgar
A Nacht in Gan Eydn
(A Night in the Garden of Eden)

Di Goldene Khasene
Nifty’s Freilach
Odessa Bulgar

Baym Rebin’s Sude (At the Rabbi’s Table)
Araber Tantz (Arab Dance)

Harshl
Mi Ha’ish
Sha Shtil (Quiet, Be Still)

Cantare de Nunta

Muzica de Dans: Furtuna

Sirba pe Batai ca la Vorona

Joc Batrinesc din Draguseni

Hora Boireasca

Yiffafliffa (I Like Cats)

Abi Gezundt

Improvisation
Dave Tarras
Harry Kandel’s Orchestra

arr. Joel Rubin
Naftule Brandwein
Abe Schwartz Orchestra

Abe Schwartz Orchestra
Naftule Brandwein

Alexander Erlich
B. Chait

Traditional

Traditional Rumanian
arr. Max Buckholtz

Traditional Rumanian
arr. Max Buckholtz

Traditional Rumanian
arr. Max Buckholtz

Traditional Rumanian
arr. Max Buckholtz

Max Buckholtz

Music by A. Elstein
Lyrics by Molly Picon

(Klezmer is the secular Jewish music of Eastern Europe)
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